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3LLIPTIC.4LLIFT’DISTRIBUTION”.*
By 3. von Sandea.
B
In calculating the self-induction of a wing surface, ellip- I
—
tical lift distribution is assumed; while in calculating the
——
mutual induction Or interference of two wing surfaces, a ‘uniform
distribution of lift along the wing has hitherto been assumed.
— .—
Whether the results of these calculations are substantially _
.
altered by a~suming an elliptical lift distribution (which is
.-
just as p~obakle as unifora distrilx.ition)is examined in the . ,
present cormm?nication.
Let tinespan of twc rectangular, unstaggered wings, normal
to the plane of symmetry be taken as b = 2~ and their gap as ..-—
G. Let the lift on the lower wing be elliptically distributed.**
The eddies ~ssing off from the trailing edge of the upper wing
produce a vertically downward positive acceleration, which, at
a distance of c from the center of the wing, anounts to
L +3?D (c) = J (x - c) xdx2TT2pvt2 -~ $22 + (c - x)*p=G= ‘- :1
*
**
From Technische Berichte, Volume 111, No. 7, pp. 291-2. (1918).
(Comnunication fram the Bavarian Airplane Works.)
Grenmel I’Dieaerodynamischen Grunglagen des Fluges,~’
(The Aerodynamical Basis of Flight,” p.l19-
introducing a
-2-
new variable integration ‘.~,d?fi~scl
sin u, we oktain
_&/2G=+(~sinu -
ky
The integral has been graphically determined
+
2t
-— =
G:. z=
= 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0-6, 0.8, 1-0 and
4.8, 12.5. For the average value
.
—
for .-
...- —.:
.
we obtained the values of f @ven
corresponding averae% values of Erfi
below, together with tine :
L= 7 (for compar-..,
2+pT212
ison) and the proportionate differences for a uniform distribu- ._
—
tion of lift.
~ f F; Difference m
4 l-la 1.11 4,5%
.—
8 1.71 l.~~ 4-2$
12.5 1.98 1.98 O*O%
Within the limits of the values of z occurring in prac–
tice, the difference, therefore, is insignificant.
values,
mm = m,
It
it increases
—
while Dm =
which is plotted
without limit, since for z =
For greater _
= and
noting
in the
in considering the acceleration
accompanying figure for z = 8,
D (E),
that
-3-
D
with elliptical distribution of lift on the lower wing, D(E) is
negative at the etis of the upper vir-g,that is, the accelera-
tion is here directed upward, so that the actual angle of attack
of the upper wing becomes larger at the ends. The turningup
of the wing tips, therefore, appears justifiable-
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